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Assembly template fabrication
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Summary
We show a scalable process to fabricate reusable silicon templates with funnel- and cone-shaped traps for the capillary-assisted particle assembly 
(CAPA) technique. The assembly yield of 100 nm AuNPs in funnel traps is as high as 94% and the median of the particle position offset is 10 nm. 
Assembled AuNPs are then transferred from the silicon template onto other substrates such as PDMS or OrmoComp with a transfer rate > 99%. 
After the first transfer process, the silicon template is reused leading to a particle position offset comparable to that of the first assembly.
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Yield > 90%.
Median position 
offset: 10 nm.
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Assembly template reusability

Custom made CAPA setup 

Templates after the transfer process. (a) Without and  (b) with PDMS 
pre-baking (80°C, 7 min) before pouring, no residue observed.

AuNP assembly results on the reused templates

Sampled traps:
Funnel: 4929 traps
Cone: 10033 traps

Sampled traps:
Funnel: 696 traps
Cone: 553 traps

Funnel recycled :
2806 traps sampled

Cone recycled :
10205 traps sampled

Sampled traps:
First-�me used: 696 traps
Recycled (once): 558 traps

First-�me used:
553 traps
Recycled (once):
526 traps

AuNP transfer yields > 99%.
The AuNPs remain positioned on the polymer 
substrate.
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The solvent keeps the 
AuNP at the trap center 
during the drying stage. 

Comparable AuNP position offset 
between first- and second-time 
used templates.
Cost-efficient, reusable templates 
for precise AuNP assembly.


